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This work proved the feasibility of an adapted computer mouse with an external
laser to predict mechanical damages in electrical motors. The results presented
the reliability of the method to separate the electrical motor with damaged bearings
from the motor with healthy bearings.
1 Introduction
The optical computer mouse has been used in several applications beyond its traditional use in computers [1], using the Digital Signal Processor (DSP),
to process and to generate the signal related to the
mouse movement [2]. The alternative applications
of the mouses are linked to the cursor position, related to the movement of particles [3] and objects, to
roughness analysis [4], to monitor the deformation
[5], and linked to the monitoring of oscillations and
vibrations [6, 7]. In turn, the adoption fo the mouse
out of the surface can only be conducted when the
built-in light is disabled and an external laser beam
is replaced [1, 8]. The optical mouse associated with
a laser light source thus presented feasible application as an instrument to monitor biological and nonbiological phenomena through the movement observation [8].
The electrical motors play a relevant position in the
industry, and their unexpected damage need to be
avoided, since the costs of a break are high, which
include security conditions. Thus, there are many efforts to predict the conditions of the motor bearings,
that are one of the many possible causes of faults
[9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. This work aimed to present the
adoption of an adapted optical mouse as an instrument to identify the damage in the bearings of electrical motors as an instrument to contactlessly.

Fig. 1 Experimental configuration of the adapted mouse
illuminating the electrical motor.)

The electrical motor was in turn prepared with
its bearings in perfect state, and as well as
with damage bearings. The Cartesians coordinates of the cursor position on the screen were
detected and stored at a rate of 100 coordinates per second by specifically designed software
( !!"#$$%&"'()!'%)'*+,-.*/%$ .01-&$2$3453 ).
In Fig. 2 the mouse path is presented as it appears
in the computer screen when the motor is running.

2 Methods
An optical mouse with a CMOS of 800 DPI, with an
USB connection, and with the internal LED disabled
was adapted with an external laser set (solid state of
635 nm and 5mW) built-in.
The mouse was placed as presented in Fig. 1 with
a distance of 70 mm apart from the surface of the
electrical motor.

Fig. 2 The path of the mouse in the screen recorded from
an electrical motor running.

The signal representing the mouse path was processed in order to obtain the Y projection, and thus
the behaviour of the motor in the two situations of
the bearings compared.
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3 Results and Discussions
The results presented the ability of the method to
distinguish the differences between a motor with
damaged bearings and a motor with new bearings.
See Fig. 3 for an example of the outcome of the signal related to the projection of the mouse path in the
axis Y. The projection in axis X provided a similar
result, though a composition of both could be an alternative way to create an outcome. The use of an
adapted mouse as a sensor of vibration offers the
possibility to build a new sensor using the mouse
core, in order to take advantage of the signal processing as well as of the flexibility its use. The monitoring of the vibration of rotating machines done by
means of non-contact technique the main advantage
of this new approach.
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